Heralded generation of maximal entanglement in any dimension via incoherent coupling to thermal baths
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We present a scheme for dissipatively
generating maximal entanglement in a heralded manner. Our setup requires incoherent interactions with two thermal
baths at different temperatures, but no
source of work or control.
A pair of
(d+1)-dimensional quantum systems is first
driven to an entangled steady state by the
temperature gradient, and maximal entanglement in dimension d can then be heralded via local filters. We discuss experimental prospects considering an implementation in superconducting systems.

1 Introduction
Entanglement is a key phenomenon distinguishing quantum from classical physics, and is the
paradigmatic resource enabling many applications of quantum information science. Generating and maintaining entanglement is therefore
a central challenge. Decoherence caused by unavoidable interactions of a system with its environment generally degrades entanglement, and
significant effort is invested in minimising the effect of such dissipation in experiments.
However, dissipation can also be advantageous,
and may indeed be exploited for the generation
of entangled quantum states under the right conditions [11–88]. In particular, it is possible for dissipative processes to drive the system into an entangled steady state [9
9–13
13]. This was studied in
a variety of physical systems [14
14–20
20] and demon21],
strated experimentally for atomic ensembles [21
trapped ions [22
22, 23
23], and superconducting qubits
[24
24]. The main ingredients are engineered decay
processes and quantum bath engineering [25
25–27
27],
and coherent external driving is employed, which,
from a thermodynamic point of view, can be conAccepted in
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sidered a source of work.
More generally, it is natural to look for the
minimal setting in which dissipative entanglement generation is possible. In particular, one
may ask if entanglement can be generated from
purely thermal processes alone, without the need
for work input or external control. This can in
principle be achieved in equilibrium situations,
as any entangled state can be obtained as the
ground state of a specific Hamiltonian. However,
this requires highly nonlocal Hamiltonians which
may be extremely difficult to implement in practice.
On the other hand, it was shown that steadystate entanglement can be obtained in systems
out of thermal equilibrium. This was first discussed for an atom coupled to two cavities driven
by incoherent light [28
28], and later for many-body
systems [29
29, 30
30], interacting spins [31
31, 32
32], atoms
in a thermal environment [33
33, 34
34], and mechanical oscillators [35
35]. In this context, Ref. [36
36]
discussed what is arguably the simplest setting,
namely a two-qubit system, where one qubit is
connected to a hot bath and the other to a cold
bath. This setup is promising for implementations in superconducting systems and quantum
dots. Overall, the out-of-equilibrium approach
thus opens interesting perspectives for dissipative entanglement generation. However, its main
drawback so far is the fact that the generated entanglement is typically very weak, and thus not
directly useful for applications.
Here we offer a solution to this problem, presenting a scheme in which maximal entanglement
can be generated in a heralded manner, through
incoherent interactions with thermal baths alone.
Specifically, a pair of (d + 1)-dimensional systems
is first driven to an entangled steady state, from
which maximal entanglement in dimension d can
1

target two-qubit state. This target state can be
any pure, entangled state, and in particular may
be maximally entangled. If the filter fails, the
system is left in a product state with no entanglement, and the process is restarted.
Each qutrit is described by a Hamiltonian HA ,
HB , and their interaction by Hint . We take the
energy level structure illustrated in Fig. 1(b)
HA = (|1iA h1| + (1 + ε)|2iA h2|) ⊗ 1B ,

HB = 1A ⊗ (ε|1iB h1| + (1 + ε)|2iB h2|),

Figure 1: (a) Qutrit thermal machine. Two qutrits are
coupled to each other and to hot and cold thermal baths.
The interaction with the baths drives the qutrits into
a steady state featuring weak entanglement. Local filters project onto qubit subspaces on each side (dashed
boxes). Upon success, the system is projected into a
strongly entangled two-qubit state. Failure leaves the
qutrits in a separable state, and the process must be
restarted. (b) Level structure for the two qutrits. Arrows indicate the transitions involved in the interaction
Hamiltonian.

2 Two-qutrit thermal machine
The setup we consider is illustrated in Fig. 1(a).
Two three-level systems (i.e. qutrits) interact
with each other, and independently with two
thermal baths at different temperatures TA and
TB (in the following, TA > TB will be the relevant setting for entanglement generation). This
out-of-equilibrium situation drives the two-qutrit
system into a steady state, which is weakly entangled. A local filter is then applied to each qutrit,
projecting the system onto a two-qubit subspace
(as indicated by the dashed boxes). If the filter
succeeds, the final state is arbitrarily close to a
Accepted in
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(2)

where, without loss of generality, we set the
ground state energies to zero and the first gap
of qutrit A to 1 (throughout the paper, we work
in units where ~ = kB = 1). We are interested
in autonomous processes, which require no external work input. This means that Hint must be
time independent and preserve the total energy,
i.e. [Hint , HA + HB ] = 0. There are three possible energy-preserving transitions. Hence, writing
|iji = |iiA |jiB , the most general form of the interaction is
Hint = g1 |02ih20| + g2 |11ih20| + g3 |11ih02|
+ h.c.,

then be heralded via local filters. The procedure
is implemented by a simple quantum thermal machine, operating out of equilibrium between two
heat baths at different temperatures. Moreover,
for d = 2, 3 we prove that any pure entangled
state can be obtained without additional filtering, indicating that this holds for any d. Finally,
we discuss experimental prospects considering an
implementation in superconducting systems.

(1)

(3)

where g1 , g2 , and g3 denote the interaction
strengths.
To enable a fully analytical treatment, we first
describe the evolution of the system in contact
with the thermal baths by a simple reset model
[37
37]. When considering potential implementations below, we confirm that our results hold also
under a Lindblad-type description of the open
system. The reset model leads to the following
master equation 1
∂ρ
= i[ρ, H] + pA (τA ⊗ TrA ρ − ρ)
∂t
+ pB (TrB ρ ⊗ τB − ρ) ,

(4)

where H = HA + HB + Hint is the total
Hamiltonian, pA , pB are coupling constants,
and τA , τB are thermal states, that is, τi =
exp(−Hi /Ti )/ Tr[exp(−Hi /Ti )] for i = A, B.
1
Note that we are using a local master equation, where
the dissipation induced by each bath acts locally on
the subsystem connected to that bath. Recent works,
analysing thermal machines similar to those employed
here, have shown such a local approach to provide very
good agreement with the exact dynamics for weak cou38, 39
39].
pling, which is the regime of interest here [38

2

gradient, TA → ∞, TB → 0 (see App. A).
To obtain the final state, a local filter is applied to each qutrit, defined by projectors ΠA =
|0iA h0|+|1iA h1| and ΠB = |1iB h1|+|2iB h2|. The
normalised, postselected state is
1
(ΠA ⊗ ΠB )ρ̄(ΠA ⊗ ΠB ),
psuc

ρ0 =
Figure 2: Optimal negativity (solid, left axis) and CHSH
value (dashed, right axis) vs. postselection success probability. The dotted line shows the local bound above
which the CHSH Bell inequality is violated.

4) as describing a process
One can interpret (4
where, at each instance of time, each qutrit is
either left unchanged or reset to a thermal state
at the temperature of the bath, with resets happening at rates pA , pB . To ensure validity of our
master equation, we always work in the perturbative regime where g1 , g2 , g3 , pA , pB  1, ε.
To understand how the machine can generate
entanglement, first note that the two-qubit subspace selected by the filters is spanned by the
states {|01i, |12i, |11i, |12i}. Clearly, the transition g3 generates coherence if the system is already in this subspace, between |11i, and |02i
thus creating entanglement. Interaction with the
cold bath will tend to drive the cold qutrit towards the ground state, taking the system out of
the filtered subspace. Transition g3 cannot bring
the system back, but transitions g1 and g2 do.
In addition, the combination of these two transitions also generates entanglement because
[Hg1 , Hg2 ] = g1 g2 (|02ih11| − |11ih02|) ,

(5)

where Hg1 = g1 |02ih20| + h.c. etc. If the cold
bath temperature is low, the cold qutrit will tend
to be in the ground state, and the system will
only get excited into the filtered subspace whenever the joint state is |20i. The interaction will
then generate a pure, entangled state. Resets induced by the cold bath drive the system out of
the filtered subspace and hence do not degrade
the purity of the filtered state. Resets induced
by the hot bath, on the other hand, do destroy
coherence there, reducing the purity. Nevertheless, some hot resets are necessary to populate
the state |20i. We thus expect the best entanglement to be generated when TA is large, TB is
close to zero, and pA  pB .
We have derived the steady-state solution ρ̄
of (44) in the limit of a maximal temperature
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(6)

where psuc = Tr[(ΠA ⊗ ΠB )ρ̄] is the probability
for the filtering to succeed. We take all the interaction strengths equal, g1 = g2 = g3 = g. In this
case, the state after filtering becomes
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(7)
As expected, the highest purity of is obtained
when the ratio µ = pA /pB is small. For µ → 0,
the state ρ0 tends to a pure, maximally entangled state (relabelling the basis states of the qubit
subspace to |0i, |1i)
ρ0

1
|ψ+ i = √ (|01i + |10i).
2

(8)

Thus our machine can generate entanglement arbitrarily close to maximal. In addition, it is interesting to note that different choices for the
interaction strengths enable the generation of
other entangled states. Specifically, as shown
in App. A, taking g1 = g cos(θ), g2 = g sin(θ),
g3 = 0 generates any partially entangled state
of the form |ψθ i = sin(θ)|01i + cos(θ)|10i. We
note that (77) holds for any value of g. Hence the
limit µ → 0 can be taken while keeping the ratio
of g/pA fixed, retaining the validity of the local
master equation.
There is a trade-off between the probability for
successful filtering and the quality of ρ0 . The success probability tends to zero for both small µ
(for fixed g) and small g (for fixed µ). In the two
cases, respectively
1 pA
, and
3 pB
2(2pA + 3pB ) 2
≈
g .
9pB (pA + pB )2

psuc ≈
psuc

(9)

Adjusting the coupling parameters to increase
psuc results in a final state ρ0 with a smaller
3

Figure 3: Entanglement generation for finite temperatures. The numbers given for each curve are (TB , )
(in units of the first energy gap of qutrit A equal to
1). To make optimisation over the coupling parameters
tractable, we maximise the off-diagonal element of the
output state rather than the negativity directly. The
curves therefore represent lower bounds.

8). Neveroverlap with the target pure state (8
theless, states of high quality can be generated.
In Fig. 2 we show the maximal negativity [40
40] as
well as the value of the Clause-Horne-ShimonyHolt (CHSH) quantity [41
41] for varying psuc (we
optimise over g, pA , and pB , while imposing the
perturbative regime). The negativity is an entanglement monotone ranging from 0 (separable) to
1/2 (maximally entangled) for qubits. Twice the
negativity is a lower bound on the concurrence
(which ranges from 0 to 1) [42
42]. We see that ρ0
remains entangled up to psuc ≈ 0.25 and nonlocal
up to psuc ≈ 0.12.
The machine thus provides a heralded source of
entangled states: running the machine continuously, the system remains in the steady state until the entangled state is needed, at which point
the filtering is performed. If filtering fails, the
machine is allowed to return to the steady state,
and another attempt can be made. A quasideterministic source can be constructed by running several machines in parallel. With n machines, the probability for obtaining a successful projection in at least one of them scales as
1−(1−psuc )n . Failure is exponentially suppressed
in n.
In addition to the trade-off between success
probability and quality of the postselected state,
controlled by the coupling parameters, the temperatures also influence the generated entanglement. So far, we have taken a maximal temperature gradient, TA → ∞, TB → 0. In Fig. 3 we
plot attainable negativity for finite temperatures.
We see that, as might be expected, it is always
better to take the hot bath temperature as large
Accepted in
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as possible, maximising the temperature gradient. As the cold bath temperature increases or
the gap size ε decreases, the hot bath temperature required to generate entanglement increases,
and the maximal amount of attainable entanglement decreases. So, to maximise the entanglement, it is desirable to make TB small and  large
(note though, that psuc decreases with increasing
ε).

3 Two-qudit thermal machine
The scheme considered above can be generalised
to create entangled states of two d-level systems,
using a (d + 1)-level thermal machine. The setup
is the same as in Fig. 1(a), with the qutrits replaced by (d + 1)-level systems, with level structures as illustrated in Fig. 4. Denoting the energy gaps by εk (with ε1 = 1), and setting
P
P
EkA = kl=1 εl and EkB = kl=1 εd−l+1 , the free
Hamiltonians are
HA =
HB =

d
X
k=1
d
X

EkA |kiA hk| ⊗ 1,
(10)

1 ⊗ EkB |kiB hk|,

k=1

and the interaction Hamiltonian is
Hint =

d
X

gk |d, 0ihk − 1, d − k + 1| + h.c., (11)

k=1

corresponding to the transitions indicated on
Fig. 4. The evolution is again described by the
master equation (44).
We will focus on the generation of a maximally
entangled qudit state
d
1 X
|Sd i = √
|k − 1, d − ki.
d k=1

(12)

In that case, it suffices to √
set all the
√ interaction strengths equal, gk = g/ 2 (the 2 ensures
consistency with the qutrit case). In the limit
TA → ∞, TB → 0, the steady state solution of
(44) can then be derived analytically for any value
of d. It is given in App. B. In analogy with the
qutrit case, we consider local projections onto ddimensional subsystems on each side, given by
ΠA = 1 − |diA hd| and ΠB = 1 − |0iB h0|, and the
state after successful filtering is again computed
as in (66). We find that, as before, high purity
4

Figure 4: Level structure of the two (d + 1)-level systems in the qudit thermal machine. Arrows indicate the
transitions involved in the interaction Hamiltonian. The
dashed boxes indicate the d-dimensional subspaces to
which the steady state is filtered to obtain the final state.

is attained when pA  pB , and the state tends
to |Sd i, as desired. Thus, our scheme is able to
generate maximally entangled states in any dimension. The success probability is given by
psuc =

(d − 1)g 2 pA ((d − 1)pA + dpB )
,
d2 (g 2 ξ + pA pB (pA + pB )2 )

(13)

where ξ = 2(d − 1)pA pB + (d − 1)p2B + p2A .
One can check that this agrees with (9
9) for d = 3.
Note that
p
scales
like
1/d
for
large
d, unless
√ suc
g ∼ 1/ d.
From |Sd i, any pure two-qudit state can be
obtained via biased filtering and local operations
[43
43]. However, given that any pure, entangled
state of two qubits can be generated directly using the qutrit machine by adjusting the coupling
strengths, it is natural to ask whether the same
holds for qudits. In App. C, we prove this for
d = 3, suggesting that it generalises to arbitrary
d. Note that such direct generation can be advantageous in terms of success probability.


4 Implementation
A variety of physical platforms might be considered for implementation of our scheme, including trapped atoms, ions, or solid-state artificial
atoms. A promising platform is superconducting,
circuit QED systems, which are generally good
candidates for realizing quantum thermal ma36, 44
44–46
46]. Here, we discuss prospects for
chines [36
a circuit QED implementation of the qutrit maAccepted in
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Figure 5: (a) Implementation of the qutrit machine in
circuit QED. Each fluxonium qutrit, depicted by their
47], is
quantum circuit made of Josephson junctions [47
capacitively coupled to a transmission line that plays
the role of a thermal reservoir, see main text and Ref.
[36
36]. The flip-flop type interaction Hamiltonian between the two qutrits can be implemented either in
the dispersive regime or by direct inductive coupling.
(b) Negativity computed from the Lindblad model for
(ΓA , ΓB , γ, g, ) = (10−4 , 5 × 10−3 , 3.5 × 10−5 , 1.6 ×
10−3 , 3) and ΓB,12 = ΓB /50, see App. D for the full
Lindblad equation. All temperatures and energies are
given in units of the first energy gap of qutrit A, taken
to be 1 GHz. Near-maximal entanglement is generated
in the bright region for experimentally relevant parameter values.

chine in more detail, and provide numerical evidence that strong entanglement generation can
be achieved with parameter settings corresponding to state-of-the-art experimental capabilities,
see Fig. 5.
Considering that the interaction (33) requires
the transition |0i ↔ |2i, fluxonium qutrits are
good candidates for realizing the machine. In
contrast to transmon qubits, for which selection
rules forbid this transition, tuning of the magnetic quantum flux away of the sweet spot breaks
quantum parity without inducing additional de48, 49
49]. Consequently, simple seleccoherence [48
tion rules are absent and the transition |0i ↔
|2i is allowed. Fluxomium artificial atoms have
also recently shown outstanding performances in
the context of quantum information processing
thanks to their high tunability. In particular,
their transition frequencies are in the range of
hundreds of MHz to 30 GHz and the couplings
5

to the baths can also be tuned from several kHZ
to a few MHz [50
50–52
52]. In [52
52], it was even shown
that complete decoupling from the environment
is achievable.
With respect to the implementation of the interaction Hamiltonian, several coupling mechanisms are already available with fluxonium systems. First, similarly to transmon qubits [53
53–55
55],
fluxonium qutrits can be coupled capacitively or
inductively via a cavity bus in the dispersive
regime characterized by a strong frequency detuning of the qutrits and cavity with respect to
their respective coupling strength to the cavity
[50
50, 56
56]. Second, a possibly advantageous alternative is provided by a direct mutual inductive coupling as described in [57
57] and proposed
for fluxonium qutrits in [50
50]. Technicalities will
depend on the actual frequencies that can be
achieved experimentally.
Regarding the description of coupling mechanisms of each qutrit to a thermal bath, as well as
the nature of the thermal baths in this setup, we
refer to [36
36]. It is also worth mentioning that
fluxonium qutrits allow for flux-resolved spectroscopy, a technique to precisely determine all
system frequencies [52
52].
Finally, the filtering procedure requires binary
projective measurements onto a single energy
level for each qutrit. That is, measurements
which reveal whether or not the qutrit is in the
corresponding state, but do not distinguish the
remaining two states. This can be achieved by
dispersive read-out in the regime where the dispersive shift is larger than the readout cavity line
width (the photon-resolved regime) [58
58]. The
shifts corresponding to each qutrit state will then
be well separated and the transmittivity of the
cavity at a frequency corresponding to, say, state
|0i will be significant only when the qutrit is in
this state, allowing for a binary projective measurement. A recent experiment operating in this
regime was reported in [59
59]. Alternatively, two of
the three shifts can be tuned to be identical. A
binary projective measurement on qutrits using
this technique was demonstrated in Ref. [60
60].
To model a circuit-QED implementation of the
two-qutrit thermal machine and determine how
much entanglement can be generated for reasonable parameter values, we use a master equation
on standard Lindblad form. It describes dissipation due to coupling to bosonic baths, as well as
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pure dephasing, which is usually present in experiments. We note that it is possible to exactly
map the reset model of Sec. 2 to a Lindblad master equation of the form described here. This is
discussed in App. D. The equation (which replaces (44)) can be written
∂ρ
= i[ρ, H] + LA (ρ) + LzA (ρ) + LB (ρ) + LzB (ρ).
∂t
(14)
Here, the dissipators LA and LB describe the effect of the thermal baths while LzA (ρ) and LzB (ρ)
describe pure dephasing. We define
1
D[O]ρ = OρO† − {O† O, ρ}
2

(15)

to denote a standard Lindblad-type dissipator.
Then
LA (ρ) =

X

X

ΓlA,k D[σkl ⊗ 1]ρ ,

(16)

ΓlB,k D[1 ⊗ σkl ]ρ ,

(17)

l=± k∈{01,12,02}

LB (ρ) =

X

X

l=± k∈{01,12,02}

and
LzA (ρ) =

X

γA,k D[σkz ⊗ 1]ρ ,

(18)

γB,k D[1 ⊗ σkz ]ρ .

(19)

k∈{01,12,02}

LzB (ρ) =

X
k∈{01,12,02}

± describe jumps between states |mi and
Here, σmn
z
|ni while σmn
describe phase flips between these
states. Specifically,
+
σmn
= |nihm| ,

−
σmn
= |mihn| ,

(20)

and
z
σmn
= |mihm| − |nihn|.

(21)

The jump rates follow bosonic statistics (j =
A, B)
Γ+
j,mn = Γj,mn nB (∆Emn , Tj ) ,

(22)

Γ−
j,mn = Γj,mn [1 + nB (∆Emn , Tj )] .

(23)

In principle, the bath coupling constants ΓA,k ,
ΓB,k , and the pure dephasing rates γA,k , γB,k
could be different for each possible transition.
For simplicity, here we take γA,k = γB,k = γ to
be the same for all transitions for both qutrits,
and we take the bath couplings to be the same
for all transitions ΓA,k = ΓA , ΓB,k = ΓB with
one exception. Jumps beteween states |1iB and
6

|2iB of the cold qubit degrade coherence within
the filtered subspace. Good entanglement generation therefore requires that ΓB,12 < ΓB . This
can be achieved by coupling through a bandpass
filter centered away from the relevant transition
frequency, reducing environmental damping for
such transitions more strongly relative to jumps
between the ground and excited states. The use
of bandpass filtering to suppress environmental
damping has been experimentally demonstrated
[61
61, 62
62].
We numerically solve (14
14) in the steady state
and compute the amount of entanglement generate by our scheme. Values for the different
parameters (interaction strength g, qutrit energies , bath coupling rates ΓA , ΓB , and pure dephasing rate γ) are taken from recent experimental achievements in circuit-QED architectures using fluxonium qutrits [50
50, 59
59, 63
63]. The result is
shown in Fig. 5(b). We see that near-maximal entanglement can be obtained. Thus, the scheme is
a promising approach to demonstrating heralded
entanglement using incoherent couplings to thermal baths. It is interesting to note in Fig. 5(b)
that for fixed couplings, it is not optimal to maximise the temperature gradient. Maximal entanglement is obtained at a finite gradient.

5 Conclusion
We have demonstrated that combining incoherent couplings to thermal baths out of equilibrium with local filtering enables heralded generation of maximally entangled states in any dimension. The generated states can be made arbitrarily pure, at the price of lowering the filtering success probability. We have discussed an
implementation of our scheme for qubit entanglement in superconducting systems, and found
that prospects for a proof-of-principle experiment
are good, with significant amounts of entanglement generated in the presence of decoherence
and with limited temperature gradients. Interesting future perspectives include thermal generation of multipartite entanglement, and states
useful for quantum computation or metrology.
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Appendices
In Secs. A and B, we provide details of the derivations steady-state solutions of the two-qutrit and
two-qudit master equations. In Sec. C we show how to generate any pure, entangled qutrit state.
Finally, in Sec. D we provide details of the implementation of our scheme in circuit QED.

A Finding the steady state and filtered state for the two-qutrit machine
4)
Here, we explain how to derive the steady-state solution of the reset model master equation, Eq. (4
of the main text, for two qutrits, and how to obtain the filtered two-qubit state Eq. (77).
The problem of finding an analytical solution is significantly simplified by the following observation:
unless the interaction Hamiltonian induces transitions between |k, ji and |k 0 , j 0 i, there can be no
coherence between these states in the steady state and the corresponding element in the density
matrix vanishes, i.e., hk, j|ρ|k 0 , j 0 i = 0. This is because the dissipative processes locally reset each
qutrit to a thermal state, which is diagonal, and hence do not generate any coherence. In the absence
of the interaction Hamiltonian, dissipation would drive the system to a product of thermal states with
no coherence. Note that, as seen in the previous section, in addition to the transitions directly present
in Hint , it also induces second order transitions which need to be taken into account. Following such
reasoning, one finds that there are only three non-zero off-diagonal elements in ρ. The density operator
then takes the form:

ρ=

2
X

qkl |k, lihk, l| + c0 |0, 2ih2, 0| + c1 |1, 1ih2, 0| + c2 |0, 2ih1, 1| + h.c

(24)

k,l=0

where qkl are non-negative numbers that sum to one, and c0 , c1 and c2 are complex numbers which
we can write as ck = vk + iuk with vk , uk real. Plugging this ansatz into the master equation and
requiring ∂ρ/∂t = 0, we obtain three independent equations for the off-diagonals terms. Solving the
real and imaginary parts of this equation system returns vk and uk in terms of the qkl . We are now
faced with solving the system of equations corresponding to the diagonal of the right-hand-side of the
master equation. This system of eight independent linear inhomogeneous equations can be written in
the form 0 = AX + W where X = (q00 , q01 . . . , q21 )T and A is a 8 × 8 matrix depending on g1 , g2 , g3 , pA
and pB , and W is a 8 × 1 row-matrix accounting for the inhomogeneous part of the equation system.
The solution can then be written X = −A−1 W . We note that, as the dissipation induced by resets
leaves no subspace invariant, A is always invertible when the rates pA , pB are non-zero, and there
exists a unique steady state. For maximal temperature gradient, TA → ∞, TB = 0, the solution can
be computed analytically, although the expression is too unwieldy to display here.
To obtain the state given in the main text, one sets g1 = g2 = g3 = g. Applying the local filters
to the steady state, as explained in the main text, and renormalising, one directly obtains Eq. (7
7).
Interestingly, the filtered state in this case is independent of g.
Interestingly, the scheme can also be adapted to generate any pure, entangled two-qubit state. This
can be achieved by setting g3 = 0 and taking g1 = g cos(θ) and g2 = g sin(θ). In this case, the filtered
state becomes




r1 0 0
0
0 r

t
0


2
0
ρ =
,
∗
0 t

r3
0
0 0 0 1 − r1 − r2 − r3
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with
2pA cos2 (θ) −g 2 pA cos(2θ) + g 2 (pA + 3pB ) + 3pB (pA + pB )2
r1 =
(2pA + 3pB ) (−g 2 pA cos(4θ) + g 2 (pA + 6pB ) + 6pB (pA + pB )2 )

2 sin2 (θ)(pA + 3pB ) g 2 pA cos(2θ) + g 2 (pA + 3pB ) + 3pB (pA + pB )2
r2 =
(2pA + 3pB ) (−g 2 pA cos(4θ) + g 2 (pA + 6pB ) + 6pB (pA + pB )2 )

2 cos2 (θ)(pA + 3pB ) −g 2 pA cos(2θ) + g 2 (pA + 3pB ) + 3pB (pA + pB )2
r3 =
(2pA + 3pB ) (−g 2 pA cos(4θ) + g 2 (pA + 6pB ) + 6pB (pA + pB )2 )

3pB sin(2θ) g 2 (pA + 3pB ) + 3pB (pA + pB )2
t=
.
(2pA + 3pB ) (−g 2 pA cos(4θ) + g 2 (pA + 6pB ) + 6pB (pA + pB )2 )


(26)
(27)
(28)
(29)

To first order in the ratio µ = pA /pB , when additionally g  pB , one finds the simple expression
 1 2
µcθ
 30

ρ0 = 
 0

0

0
(1 − 13 µ)s2θ
(1 − 23 µ)cθ sθ
0

0
2
(1 − 3 µ)cθ sθ
(1 − 13 µ)c2θ
0

0
0
0
1
2
3 µsθ




,


(30)

where cθ = cos(θ), sθ = sin(θ). For µ → 0, the state ρ0 thus tends to the pure state (relabelling the
basis states of both qubit subspaces to |0i, |1i)
|ψθ i = sin θ|0, 1i + cos θ|1, 0i.

(31)

Hence, any pure, entangled two-qubit state can be obtained from the qutrit thermal machine (up to
local unitaries). In particular, for θ = π/4 (i.e. g1 = g2 ), we again get a maximally entangled state.
The filtering success probability is given by
2g 2 pA (2pA + 3pB ) g 2 pA cos(4θ) − g 2 (pA + 6pB ) − 6pB (pA + pB )2
,
=
9A − 9 (B + C + D)


psuc

(32)

where
A = g 4 pA cos(4θ)(pA + pB )(pA + 2pB ),


(33)


B = g 4 p3A + 11p2A pB + 26pA p2B + 12p3B ,


(34)


C = 2g 2 pB (pA + pB )2 4p2A + 15pA pB + 6p2B ,

(35)

D = 6pA p2B (pA + pB )4 .

(36)

We note that for small pA or g, the success probability depends only weakly on θ.

B Finding the steady state and filtered state for the qudit machine
In the following, we give the steady-state solution of the master equation, Eq. (4) in the main text,
for any d ≥ 3, with the interaction Hamiltonian Eq. (10). We work in the limit TA → ∞ and TB → 0.
That is, we solve


0 = i[ρ, Hint ] + pA

1
d+1



⊗ TrA ρ − ρ + pB (TrB ρ ⊗ |0ih0| − ρ) .

(37)

Note that we have ignored the free Hamiltonian. We can do that since ρ commutes with the free
Hamiltonian in the steady state. This is because Hint is energy preserving and can only generate
coherence between states of the free Hamiltonians which are degenerate in energy (c.f. the previous
section).
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We show that the following state solves (37
37) for any d ≥ 3.
ρd+1

+
+

1
=
N

d−1
X

" d
X

2g 2 p2A |k, lihk, l| +

k,l=0

d−1
X

c1 |k, 0ihk, 0| + c2 |d, 0ihd, 0|

2(d + 1)g 2 pA pB |k, d − kihk, d − k| +

k=0
d−1
X d−k
X

(38)

k=0
d−1
X

c3 |d, 0ihk, d − k| + h.c

k=0

#
2

2(d + 1)g pA pB |k + l − 1, d − k − l + 1ihk − 1, d − k + 1| + h.c ,

k=1 l=1

where we have defined coefficients


c1 = (d + 1)pA pB (pA + pB )2 + 2g 2 (d + 1)2 p2B + 2d(d + 1)pA pB


c2 = pA (d + 1)pB (pA + pB )2 + 2(d + 1)g 2 dpB





(39)

c3 = i(d + 1)gpA pB (pA + pB )




N = (d + 1)2 pA pB (pA + pB )2 + 2g 2 p2A + 2dpA pB + dp2B



.

First we compute the following partial traces
d
d−1
X
1 X
2 2
TrA (ρ) =
2(d + 1)g pA |lihl| + (dc1 + c2 ) |0ih0| +
2(d + 1)g 2 pA pB |d − kihd − k|
N l=0
k=0

"

#

(40)

d
d−1
d−1
X
X
1 X
2(d + 1)g 2 p2A |kihk| +
c1 |kihk| + c2 |dihd| +
2(d + 1)g 2 pA pB |kihk| . (41)
TrB (ρ) =
N k=0
k=0
k=0

"

#

Subsequently, one can show that


pA

1



d+1

⊗ TrA ρ − ρ + pB (TrB ρ ⊗ |0ih0| − ρ) =

d−1
X
1
−
− 2d(d + 1)g 2 pA pB (pA + pB )|d, 0ihd, 0| + 2(d + 1)g 2 pA pB (pA + pB )
|k, d − kihk, d − k|
N
k=0

"

+ c3 (pA + pB )
+2(d+1)g 2 pA pB (pA +pB )

d−1
X

k=0
d−2
X d−1−k
X
k=1

|d, 0ihk, d − k| + c∗3 (pA + pB )

d−1
X

|k, d − kihd, 0|

k=0



|k +l−1, d−k −lihk −1, d−k|+|k −1, d−kihk +l−1, d−k −l| .

l=1

(42)
37) gives
Similarly, extensive simplification of the commutator in (37
[ρ, Hint ] =

d−1
X

k=0
d−1
X

+



c2 g − 2d(d + 1)g 3 pA pB |d, 0ihk, d − k| + 2idgIm (c3 ) |d, 0ihd, 0|
d−1
X



− c2 g + 2d(d + 1)g 3 pA pB |k, d − kihd, 0| − 2igIm (c3 )

|k, d − kihl, d − l|. (43)

k,l=0

k=0

Inserting (42
42) and (43
43) back into (37
37), the verification reduces to two equations


Accepted in



i gc2 − 2d(d + 1)g 3 pA pB = c3 (pA + pB )

(44)

i (2dgiIm(c3 )) = −2d(d + 1)g 2 pA pB (pA + pB )

(45)
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From the definition of c2 and c3 , it is easily shown that both these equations are satisfied. Hence, the
state (38
38) is the steady-state of the thermal machine.
Finally, we show that by applying suitable local filters to ρ, we obtain two maximally entangled
d-level systems. The local projectors are

ΠA =

d−1
X

|kihk|

ΠB =

k=0

d
X

|lihl|.

(46)

l=1

The filtered state becomes
ρ0 =

ΠA ⊗ ΠB ρΠA ⊗ ΠB
=
Tr [ΠA ⊗ ΠB ρ]

d
d−1
h d−1
XX
X
1
2 2

2g
p
|k,
lihk,
l|
+
2(d + 1)g 2 pA pB |k, d − kihk, d − k|
A
2
2
2
2
2g pA d + 2d(d + 1)g pA pB k=0 l=1
k=0
d−2
X d−k−1
X
k=1

i

2dg 2 pA pB |k + l − 1, d − k − lihk − 1, d − k| + |k − 1, d − kihk + l − 1, d − k − l| . (47)

l=1

In the limit pA  pB this indeed reduces to the maximally entangled state of two d-level systems
ρ0 = |Sd ihSd | + O(

pA
).
pB

(48)

C Generating all pure, entangled states of two qutrits
All pure entangled two-qutrit states can be written using the Schmidt-decomposition as
|ψλ31 ,λ2 ,λ3 i =

2
X

λi |i, ii,

(49)

i=0

with λ ≥ 0 and λ20 + λ21 + λ22 = 1. Here, we show that any such state can be generated using a
two-ququart thermal machine and local filtering.
The machine consists of two ququarts (four-level systems) with an interaction Hamiltonian
Hint = g0 (|0, 3ih3, 0| + |3, 0ih0, 3|) + g1 (|1, 2ih3, 0| + |3, 0ih1, 2|) + g2 (|2, 1ih3, 0| + |3, 0ih2, 1|).

(50)

Where we choose gi = gλi for some small constant g. In the limit of maximal thermal gradient,
TA → ∞ and TB = 0, the steady-state solution of the master equation can be derived using the
method outlined in Sec. A. The steady state ρ is then filtered to a space of two qutrits corresponding
to the projectors ΠA = 1 −|3ih3| and ΠB = 1 −|0ih0|. The filtered state ρ0 depends on λ0 , λ1 , λ2 , pA , pB
and g. We consider the limit in which pA  pB . This eliminates the dependence on g and pB . The
resulting state is found to be
ρ0 = |ψλ30 ,λ1 ,λ2 ihψλ30 ,λ1 ,λ2 | + O(

pA
).
pB

(51)

Thus, we can generate any pure entangled state of two qutrits.
Based on this result, and the corresponding case for qubits in the main text, we conjecture that any
pure entangled state in any dimension can be generated by a generalisation of this thermal machine.
Specifically
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Conjecture
Let the autonomous thermal machine of two d + 1-level systems coupled to baths of temperature
TA → ∞ and TB = 0 respectively, operate with an interaction Hamiltonian of the form
Hint =

d−1
X

gk |d, 0ihk, d − k| + h.c.

(52)

k=0

where we take gi = gλi for some small constant g, and where {λi }i are the Schmidt coefficients of
any pure entangled state of two systems of dimension d. Applying the projectors ΠA = 1 − |dihd| and
ΠB = 1 − |0ih0| to the steady-state of the system, and considering the limit pA  pB , the filtered
state becomes
|ψλd0 ,...,λd−1 i =

d−1
X

λi |i, ii.

(53)

i=0

In this work, we have shown this conjecture to be true for d = 2 and d = 3. In addition, we have
checked numerically that the conjecture holds for d = 4 and d = 5 for 100 randomly chosen pure
entangled states. Note that the number of adjustable paramters (the gk ) exactly match the number
of Schmidt coefficients required to describe a pure state of two systems of dimension d.

D Reset vs Lindblad master equation
The reset model considered in the main text is intuitive, amenable to analytical analysis, and captures
the essential physics of a multipartite quantum system in contact with thermal baths. However,
instantaneous thermal resets are a simplification with respect to realistic implementations. In this
appendix, we first show that a reset master equation is exactly equivalent to a master equation on
standard Lindblad form and derive an explicit mapping between the two. The corresponding Linblad
master equation describes dissipation due to local coupling with bosonic thermal baths combined with
additional pure dephasing. We then discuss how the optimal conditions for entanglement generation
derived for the reset model translate to the Lindblad model.

D.1 Equivalence for single qutrits
Since a reset master equation generates Markovian (specifically semi-group) dynamics, there must
exist a master equation of standard Gorini-Kossakowski-Sudarshan-Lindblad form which generates
the same dynamics [64
64, 65
65]. Here, we give an explicit mapping between these two forms.
We first consider a single qutrit and show that any reset master equation of the form
∂ρ
= i[ρ, H] + Lres (ρ) = i[ρ, H] + p (τ − ρ) ,
∂t

(54)

where p is a positive rate and τ is a thermal state, is equivalent to a master equation on standard
Lindblad form given by


X
∂ρ
−
−
+
z
= i[ρ, H] + Llin (ρ) = i[ρ, H] +
Γ+
k D[σk ]ρ + Γk D[σk ]ρ + γk D[σk ]ρ .
∂t
k∈{01,12,02}

(55)

where the label k runs over the three possible qubit subspaces of the qutrit, Γ±
k and γk are positive
±
z
rates, and σk and σk are jump operators acting on the qubit subspace labeled by k. Specifically
+
σmn
= |nihm| ,

−
σmn
= |mihn| ,

z
σmn
= |mihm| − |nihn|.

(56)

The dissipators take the standard Lindblad form
1
D[A]ρ = AρA† − {A† A, ρ}.
2
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Having established a mapping between (54
54) and (55
55), we generalise it to two coupled qubits below.
By a mapping between (54
54) and (55
55) we mean a set of relations defining Γ±
k and γk in terms of p
and the elements of τ such that the right-hand sides of the two equations become equal. Since the
Hamiltonian parts of (54
54) and (55
55) are the same, we only need to match the dissipators
Lres (ρ) = p (τ − ρ) ,
and



X

Llin (ρ) =

(58)


−
−
+
z
Γ+
k D[σk ]ρ + Γk D[σk ]ρ + γk D[σk ]ρ .

(59)

k∈{01,12,02}

The space of 3 × 3 hermitian matrices is spanned by the projectors |mihm|, m = 0, 1, 2 and offdiagonals |mihn| + |nihm| and i|mihn| − i|nihm| with m, n = 0, 1, 2, m < n. The two dissipators
will therefore act the same on any state ρ if they act the same on each of these basis elements.
By demanding Lres (|mihm|) = Llin (|mihm|) we obtain a set of six equations (plus three redundant
ones) which determine the Γ±
k in terms of p and τ . Similarly, by requiring Lres (|mihn| + |nihm|) =
Llin (|mihn| + |nihm|) for the three off-diagonals we obtain three more equations which determine the
γk . Specifically, the solution is
Γ−
01 = pτ0 ,
Γ−
02 = pτ0 ,
Γ−
12 = pτ1 ,

Γ+
01 = pτ1 ,
Γ+
02 = pτ2 ,
Γ+
12 = pτ2 ,

γ01 = 91 p(2 − 3τ2 ) ,
γ02 = 91 p(2 − 3τ1 ) ,
γ12 = 91 p(2 − 3τ0 ) .

(60)

where τ0 , τ1 , τ2 are the populations of the states |0i, |1i, |2i in the thermal state (i.e. the diagonal
elements of τ ). One can check that indeed using (60
60) one has Llin (ρ) = Lres (ρ) for any arbitrary
qutrit state ρ. Explicitly, at a given temperature T , the populations are given by
e−Em /T
,
τm = P2
−En /T
n=0 e

(61)

where Em is the energy of state |mi, m = 0, 1, 2. It follows that the jump rates in the Lindblad master
equation satisfy detailed balance, as one would expect
Γ+
mn
= e−(En −Em )/T
Γ−
mn

(62)

We can then understand these jumps as being induced by a bosonic bath [66
66–68
68]
Γ+
mn = Γmn nB (En − Em , T ) ,

(63)

Γ−
mn

(64)

= Γmn [1 + nB (En − Em , T )] ,

where
nB (E, T ) =

1
eE/T

−1

(65)

is the Bose-Einstein distribution, and the coupling constant Γmn for transitions between states |mi
and |ni is given by
τn
Γmn = p
.
(66)
nB (En − Em , T )

D.2 Equivalence for two qutrits
The mapping derived between the single-qutrit master equations (54
54) and (55
55) can be applied directly
to a system of two weakly coupled qutrits, as considered in the main text. Specifically, the reset
master equation
∂ρ
= i[ρ, H] + pA (τA ⊗ TrA (ρ) − ρ) + pB (TrB (ρ) ⊗ τB − ρ)
(67)
∂t
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is equivalent to the following local Lindblad master equation


X
∂ρ
−
−
+
z
Γ+
D[σ
]ρ
+
Γ
D[σ
]ρ
+
γ
D[σ
]ρ
= i[ρ, H] +
A,k
A,k
A,k
A,k
A,k
A,k
∂t
k∈{01,12,02}

+

X





−
−
+
z
Γ+
B,k D[σB,k ]ρ + ΓB,k D[σB,k ]ρ + γB,k D[σB,k ]ρ ,

(68)

k∈{01,12,02}

where the jump operators are defined analogously to (56
56) above for each qutrit A and B locally. That
+
+
is σA,k
= σk+ ⊗ 1 and σB,k
= 1 ⊗ σk+ , and similarly for the other jump operators. The mapping
which makes the two master equations equivalent is given by (60
60) applied to each system A and B
individually, as one can check.
Just as in the single-qutrit case, the jump rates in the Lindblad master equation correspond to
bosonic baths.
A
A
Γ+
A,mn = ΓA,mn nB (En − Em , TA ) ,
−
A
A , T )] ,
ΓA,mn = ΓA,mn [1 + nB (En − Em
A

B
B
Γ+
B,mn = ΓA,mn nB (En − Em , TB ) ,
−
B
B , T )].
ΓA,mn = ΓB,mn [1 + nB (En − Em
B

(69)

When considering potential implementations of our scheme in the main text, we use a master equation
68) for the numerical simulation, taking values for the bath coupling strengths ΓA,mn ,
of the form (68
ΓB,mn and pure dephasing rates γA,mn , γB,mn based on recent experimental works, as explained in the
text.

D.3 Optimal settings for generating maximal entanglement
In the main text, we identified conditions under which our scheme generates a pure, maximally entangled state, using the reset model. Using the mapping above, we can translate these conditions to
the Lindblad model.
The ideal temperatures for entanglement generation in the reset model are TA → ∞ and TB → 0.
This means that the thermal populations become τ0A = τ1A = τ2A = 1/3 and τ0B = 1, τ1B = τ2B = 0. In
turn, for the Lindblad jump rates, using (60
60) this implies that
−
Γ+
A,mn = ΓA,mn ,

(70)

and
−
Γ−
B,01 = ΓB,02 ,

+
Γ−
B,12 = ΓB,mn = 0.

(71)

The former condition is satisfied in the Lindblad model also in the limit TA → ∞ since then nB (EnA −
A , T )  1. The latter condition can be satified in the limit T → 0, where n (E B − E B , T ) → 0,
Em
A
B
B
n
m B
if the coupling strength ΓB,12 also vanishes.
Thus, we see that the Lindblad model is in principle compatible with the ideal limit for entanglement
generation identified using the reset model, and one can thus expect entanglement generation to be
possible also under such a more realistic model. We stress that it is not necessary to go to the ideal
limit to achieve near-perfect entanglement generation. As shown in Fig. 5 in the main text, using
parameter values which are reasonable in the context of the current experimental state of the art,
entanglement close to maximal can be attained.
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